Invest In Future
Educate The Community

Fatimiyah Education Network (FEN) is a system of learning organizations providing quality education at affordable terms. This cluster of educational institutions working under the guidance of Education Board of Khoja (Pirhaib) Shia Isna Asheri Jamaat is a 'not for profit' organization committed to providing better opportunities in education to all members of the community in particular, and the society at large. We started our journey in 1965 with a small school for girls in Kharadar, in old Karachi. Today, this institution has transformed into an education network under which four schools and one college with separate campuses for boys and girls operate. Further a Teachers Training Centre and a centre for Language Learning and Computer Sciences are also functioning. This network caters to the educational needs of more than 2500 students, ranging from Early Childhood Education to Graduation level.

Fatimiyah Schools have been envisaged to provide a strong foundation for the overall development of the child. Its competent and qualified faculty coupled with effective resources provides a conducive learning environment. The students are encouraged to actively participate in confidence building and talent enriching activities. Apart from the afore-mentioned triumphs, the much-sought after vision is to provide quality education at affordable terms. The ultimate task of Fatimiyah Schools is to explore reservoirs of present day students' potentials.

The Fatimiyah Schools are:
- Fatimiyah Girls School (Britto road)
- Fatimiyah Girls School (Kharadar)
- Fatimiyah Boys School (Britto road)
- Fatimiyah School of Early Childhood Education (Britto Road)

Fatimiyah School of Early Childhood Education: The first few years of a child are the most important in terms of their overall development. A good start in life in terms of affection and appreciation, to communicate, play and learn is very important. Since the early years of life are so formative, we at Fatimiyah aim to create a secure, stimulating and happy environment in which children can thrive. Early Childhood Education program is to ensure support for all aspects of children's development i.e. their social, emotional, intellectual and physical growth. We aim to ensure that children grow up as a healthy, capable, confident and caring human beings who are able to lead fulfilling lives and contribute to their families and society at large.

Fatimiyah College was established in 2003 as Fatimiyah Intermediate Girls College. Keeping the needs of the community for college education, Fatimiyah College having separate campuses for boys and girls was established in August 2006. The College has qualified teachers, science laboratories, Learning Resources Centre, curricular and co-curricular activities etc. The prime purpose of Fatimiyah College is to provide the students an opportunity to explore their innate potentials and divert them into constructive channels.

Fatimiyah Career and Scholarship Desk has plans to introduce the following facilities: resume writing, cover letter writing, career assessments and career planning. The center invites prominent career professionals while conducting career seminars and mock interviews. Also advice to students for applying to overseas educational institutions both for education at Bachelors and Masters Level is offered. Further advice is offered on how to conduct informational interviews, job search strategies for Pakistani and overseas opportunities. Career development is the first phase of activities at Fatimiyah Career and Scholarship Desk while in the second phase scholarships for higher education at reputed institutions in Pakistan and abroad will be offered.

Professional Development:
At FEN we believe that quality education cannot be delivered without good teachers. Developing good teaching staff requires both dedication and training; hence there has always been a great emphasis on the professional development of teachers. For this purpose an in-house professional development programme for teachers has been in place for over a decade. Besides this, our teaching staff undergoes various teacher education programs conducted by various professional development organizations. With the establishment of the Teachers Training Centre, more than 200 teachers from within and outside the Network have been developed through various programs. These include:
- Pre Service Teacher Training Course
- Early Childhood Education: Theory and Practice
- Basic English Course for Teachers.

Academic Affiliations:
- Aga Khan University Institute for Educational Development
- Al Murtaza Professional Development Centre
- Notre Dame Institute of Education
- Teachers Resource Centre
- Teachers Development Centre
- Society of Pakistan English Language Teachers
- International Education and Resource Network

Annual Deficit
As we are offering these services to the community at an affordable price we incur a deficit. The projected annual deficit for the network is Rs 18 million which includes a deficit of Rs 6,000/= per school student and Rs 12,000/= for college student.

Future Plans
As a growing organization we are obsessed with the improvement of our services and as a part of our future strategy we have plans to establish a Sports Centre, Early Childhood Development Centre and a Vocational Training Centre for mothers and a centre for e-learning activities.

Let's invest today to have a better tomorrow.
I would like to shoulder the responsibility of promoting education in the community by contributing for

- [ ] Student(s) of Fatimiyah School @ Rs. 6,000/= per student
- [ ] Student(s) of Fatimiyah College @ Rs.12,000/= per student

Please issue cheques payable to Fatimiyah Education Network or send your remittance to
Bank AL Habib Limited
Soldier Bazar Branch, Karachi
Account #: 1047-081-002958-01-8
SWIFT: BAHLPKKA

Name: ___________________________
Address: ________________________
Phone #: _________________________
Mobile #: _________________________
Fax #: ___________________________
Email: ___________________________
Profession: _______________________
Date: _______________ Signature: _______________

Looking forward to your continued support.
VISION
To provide a holistic educational system, encompassing all learning fields that emphasize achievement of quality education at affordable terms.

MISSION
To provide learning environment, where students and teachers respect each other and work with devotion, sincerity and fairness to achieve creativity and critical thinking, through shared stimulating experiences.

For details / information please contact
Ghulam Abid Lakhani
Secretary Education Board
174, Britto Road, Near Numaish, Karachi 74800 (Pakistan)
Phone: (92-21) 2256361, Fax: (92-21) 2233278,
Email: abid.lakhani@fen.edu.pk

under the management of
KHOJA (PIRHAJ) SHIA ISNA ASHERI JAMAAT - KARACHI.